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Abstract- This work concerned with implementing packet filtering firewall by using Mikrotik Router OS, and
tested on a LAN. In the host machine, the programs VMware workstation and Wireshark were installed. Mikrotik
Router OS give the same results of real environment. This work aims to drop unwanted packets according to rules
defined to Mikrotik Router OS including source address, destination address, source & destination port and specified
action written in command line window.
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Introduction
The increasing complexity of networks, and the need
to make them more open due to the growing emphasis
on and attractiveness of the internet as a medium for
business transactions, mean that networks are
becoming more and more exposed to attacks. Once
attached to the internet, in addition to taking
advantage of its many benefits without risks, the
‘connected organization’ needs to protect it from
attack. The search is on for mechanisms and
techniques for the protection of internal networks
from such attacks. One of the protective mechanisms
under serious consideration is the firewall. A firewall
protects a network by guarding the points of entry to
it. Firewalls are becoming more sophisticated by the
day, and new features are constantly being added.
The firewall selectively controls the flow of data to
and from network. Packet filters allow or block
packets, usually while routing from one network to
another (most often from the Internet to an internal
network, and vice versa). To accomplish packet
filtering, a set of rules must set up, that specify what
types of packets e.g., those to or from a particular IP
address or port are be allowed, other types are be
blocked. Packet filtering may occur in a router, in a
bridge, or on an individual host. It is sometimes
known as screening [1]. The fundamental function of
a firewall is to restrict the flow of information
between two networks. To set a firewall, the
administrator should define what kinds of data pass

and what kinds are blocked. This is called defining of
the firewall's policy. The policy instruct the firewall as
to how it should control the traffic that traverse
between internal trusted networks and external
untrusted and unknown networks . Two default
policies are possible, the first is default forward (allow
list): which include the rules to allow authorized users
to freely pass through the firewall. In other words, that
which is not expressly prohibited is permitted. And
the second is default discard (disallow list): which
include the rules to keep unauthorized users from
gaining access to an internal network. In other words,
that which is not expressly permitted is prohibited [2,
3].

System Design
The mechanism used is Packet filtering, as shown in
figure 1 the implemented system depends on the
header attributes which is the interest for packet
filtering (i.e. the filtering operation depends on
checking of these header attributes).

Figure 1. packet filtering design
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The main processes done by the system described
flowchart shown in figure 2; the system will be
described in general.

Figure 3. Defining ICMP rule with drop action

Figure 2. System Flowchart
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
The system tested to filter packets on three types of
protocols which are:
1. ICMP scenario (reply echo message)
The packet has been built with determining IP packet,
source address and destination address, and then the
rule chain was built with in Mikrotik Router through
IP firewall filter add command chain based on
forward packet with src-add, des-add, protocol=icmp,
and action=drop. as shown in Figure 3, Figure 4
describes the dropping of an ICMP packet, then a rule
has been built to accept the packet
>ip firewall filter add chain: forward srcaddress=192.168.0.6 des-address
=192.168.1.13
protocol =icmp action=accept as shown in Figure 5,
Figure 6 describes the accepting of an ICMP packet

Figure 4. Describes the dropping of an ICMP packet

Figure 5. Defining ICMP rule with accepted action
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Figure 8. Describes the Fail connection on telnet
port
Then a new rule is built to accept login remotely into
pc1(virtual pc) via telnet service as shown in figure 9.
>ip firewall filter add chain src=192.168.0.6
des=192.168.1.13 des-port=23 action accept

Figure 6. Accepting an ICMP packet
Telnet as a port of TCP protocol.
The
telnet
is
enabled
on
the
192.168.0.6(virtual pc), the rule is built to drop remote
access from 192.168.1.13, src-port number=23 as
shown in figure 7.
>ip firewall filter add chain src=192.168.0.6
des=192.168.1.13
protocol=tcp
des-port=23
action=drop
Then from 192.168.1.13(real pc) telnet to
192.168.0.6(virtual pc) is not allowed as shown in
figure 8.

Figure 9. Defining rule for accept TCP connection on
telnet port
And pc2(192.168.1.13) could login remotely into pc1
(192.168.0.6) according to the obvious rule, there are
the steps of accept login as shown in figures 10 and
11.

Figure 7. Defining TCP rule for drop telnet access

Figure 10. Examine rule by telnet IP address
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Figure11. Describes the successful telnet login

Tested the firewall on a specified UDP packet.
First rule chain is built and defined to MIKROTIK
ROUTER to drop the packet as shown in figure 12.
>ip firewall filter add chain src=192.168.0.6
des=192.168.1.13 src-port=1025 des-port=69 action
drop

Figure 12. Defining UDP rule with drop action
Then the packet sent through Wireshark whose
capture any packet coming to 192.168.1.13, the
packet is blocked as shown in figure 13

Figure 13. Shows that Wireshark couldn't capture
UDP packet
Then a new rule is built to accept the packet as shown
in figure 14.
>ip firewall filter add chain src=192.168.0.6
des=192.168.1.13 src-port=1025 des-port=23 action
accept

Figure 14. Remove (drop UDP packet rule) and
define (accept UDP packet rule)
Wireshark monitor and accepting packet is captured
as shown in figure 15.
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Figure 15. Shows Wireshark capture accepted UDP
packet

Conclusions
In this paper I conclude that this design provided a
relatively low cost, high reliability solution, since the
fastest and the cheapest one of firewall techniques is
packet filtering and since MIKROTIK ROUTER OS
gave the same results of real environment.
I suggest implementing the firewall system using
another type of its technologies as a future work.
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:اﻟﺧﻼﺻﺔ
 ﻓــﻲ اﻟﺟﻬــﺎز. واﺧﺗﺑﺎرﻫــﺎ ﻋﻠــﻰ ﺷــﺑﻛﺔ ﻣﻧطﻘــﺔ ﻣﺣﻠﯾــﺔ,MIKROTIK OS ﻫــذا اﻟﻌﻣــل ﯾﻬــﺗم ﺑﺗﻧﻔﯾــذ ﺟــدار ﺣﻣﺎﯾــﺔ ﺗﺻــﻔﯾﺔ اﻟﺣزﻣــﺔ ﺑﺎﺳــﺗﺧدام ﺟﻬــﺎز اﻟﺗوﺟﯾــﻪ
. ﯾﻌطـﻲ ﻧﻔـس اﻟﻧﺗـﺎﺋﺞ ﻓـﻲ اﻟﺑﯾﺋـﺔ اﻟﺣﻘﯾﻘﯾـﺔMIKROTIK OS  ﺟﻬـﺎز اﻟﺗوﺟﯾـﻪ.Wireshark  وVMware workstation  ﺗـم ﺗﺛﺑﯾـت اﻟﺑـراﻣﺞ, اﻟﻣﺿـﯾف
 ﺑﻣـﺎ ﻓـﻲ ذﻟـك ﻋﻧـوان اﻟﻣﺻـدر وﻋﻧـوانMIKROTIK OS وﯾﻬدف ﻫذا اﻟﻌﻣل اﻟﻰ اﺳﻘﺎط اﻟﺣزم ﻏﯾر اﻟﻣرﻏوب ﻓﯾﻬﺎ وﻓﻘـﺂ ﻟﻘواﻋـد ﻣﺣـددة ﻓـﻲ ﺟﻬﻠـز اﻟﺗوﺟﯾـﻪ
. وﻧﻔذ اﻟﻣﺻدر واﻟوﺟﻬﻪ واﺟراءات ﻣﺣددة ﻓﻲ ﻧﺎﻓذة ﻛﺗﺎﺑﺔ ﺳطر اﻻواﻣر,اﻟوﺟﻬﺔ

